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S
ince their first preparation in 1993,1

single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) have been intensively stud-

ied because of their extraordinary mechani-

cal, optical, and electronical properties.2,3

These properties make them excellent can-

didates for application in numerous fields,

including microelectronics, medical applica-

tions, and materials science.4 These applica-

tions, however, depend to a large extent

on our ability to control their growth and

thereby their structure. Indeed, the elec-

tronic properties of SWCNTs are primarily

determined by their chirality, as this deter-

mines whether the tube is metallic or semi-

conducting, as well as its band gap. At

present, the controlled growth of SWCNTs

with a predefined chirality has not yet been

achieved, due to an incomplete under-

standing of their growth mechanism on

the atomic level. The most promising way

of producing SWCNTs with predefined

chirality is catalytic chemical vapor deposi-

tion (CCVD).5,6 Here, a hydrocarbon gas

(such as CH4, C2H2, etc.) is catalytically de-

composed on a metal nanoparticle (Ni, Fe,

Co, FeMo, etc.) into atomic carbon.7�9

Currently, two qualitative models for

CCVD growth are proposed. In the

vapor�liquid�solid model (VLS),10 the cata-

lyst particle is in the liquid state, which al-

lows rapid diffusion of carbon atoms

throughout the particle. Another mecha-

nism, the surface-mediated carbon trans-

port model, has been proposed to explain

the low temperature nanotube growth by

plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD).11,12

Two growth modes can be distin-

guished: root growth and tip growth. In

root growth, the catalyst particle stays
pinned at the support surface, whereas tip-
growth takes place when the catalyst is
lifted off from the support surface during
CNT growth due to weak support-catalyst
interaction.13 The term tip growth is also
used to denote the process in which addi-
tional carbon atoms are added to the CNT
by the catalytic action of single metal atoms
incorporated in the tip of the CNT.14

Various authors have investigated the
growth of SWCNTs by classical molecular
dynamics (MD) to gain insight in the growth
mechanism.15�23 Shibuta et al. investigated
the nucleation process of SWCNTs, both for
a laser ablation growth process,15 as well as
for CCVD, thereby focusing on the effect of
pressure and nanocatalyst particle size.16

These studies demonstrated the use of clas-
sical MD in revealing atomistic details dur-
ing the catalytic growth of SWNTs. It was
determined how the local shape of the cata-
lyst surface controls cap lift-off from the
catalyst surface. Ding et al. studied the influ-
ence of temperature and catalyst particle
size on the growth.17�19 The growth mecha-
nism was found to shift from bulk diffusion
mediated to surface diffusion mediated at
around 900�1000 K. Also, it was concluded
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ABSTRACT Metal-catalyzed growth mechanisms of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were studied by hybrid molecular

dynamics�Monte Carlo simulations using a recently developed ReaxFF reactive force field. Using this novel

approach, including relaxation effects, a CNT with definable chirality is obtained, and a step-by-step atomistic

description of the nucleation process is presented. Both root and tip growth mechanisms are observed. The

importance of the relaxation of the network is highlighted by the observed healing of defects.
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that while a temperature gradient may be important
for larger particles, it is not required for SWNT growth
from small particles. Ding et al. also studied the influ-
ence of the structure and thermal properties of the
nanocatalyst,20 demonstrating the increase in melting
temperature for clusters strongly interacting with the
substrate, important for surface bound CNT growth.
Zhao et al. also investigated SWCNT cap formation fo-
cusing on the nanoparticle size,21 stressing the impor-
tance of the formation of an (nearly) ideal stable cap
and the healing of defects. Recently, Ribas et al. and Bur-
gos et al. performed elaborate MD simulations investi-
gating the growth of SWNTs focusing on the interaction
between the metal cluster and the carbon network.22,23

It was concluded that for a given temperature, both the
work of adhesion between the graphitic cap and the
catalyst and the size of the catalyst are decisive factors
in controlling catalyst poisoning or growth.

Also quantum mechanical MD studies have been
performed to simulate the growth of SWNTs, focusing
mainly on the initial nucleation stage.24�27

However, all of these simulations employ a carbon
addition rate to the nanocatalyst in the order of 1 atom
per 50 ps (or faster), and hence do not include relax-
ation effects. This addition rate is more than 4 orders
of magnitude too high compared to the experiment
(based on a growth rate28 of about 20 �m/s). As a re-
sult, none of these simulations have succeeded in the
growth of structures with a defined chirality. Indeed,
the much lower carbon addition rate in the experiment
allows relaxation processes to occur. However, calcula-
tions by classical MD would take a prohibitively long
calculation time if a realistic carbon addition rate were

to be applied. To extend the time scale of MD simula-
tions, in order to include relaxation processes, so-called
accelerated MD simulations (such as hyperdynamics,
parallel replica, or temperature accelerated dynamics)
can be applied.29 However, we have recently shown
that the fundamental dynamics in the carbon�nickel
system at SWCNT growth temperatures are too fast to
apply accelerated MD techniques.30

Alternatively, deterministic MD simulations can be
coupled to stochastic MC simulations, for instance
uniform-acceptance force biased Monte Carlo (UFMC)
allowing to take into account relaxation effects,31�33 al-
beit at the price of loosing time information. Recently,
we have successfully applied a hybrid MD/UFMC ap-
proach for the simulation of the melting mechanisms
of nickel nanoclusters.28 In this work, we propose this
novel methodology to simulate SWNT nucleation tak-
ing into account relaxation processes. It is demon-
strated that taking into account these relaxation pro-
cesses is required in order to obtain a SWNT cap. The
growth process is shown to proceed through various
stages which are analyzed on the atomic level. Finally,
various metal-mediated defect healing processes are
observed, leading to the formation of a SWNT cap with
definable (12,4) chirality.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulations demonstrate the following eight

stages in the nucleation of a SWNT, as is illustrated in
Figure 1.

Alloying Stage. In the first stage, impinging gas phase
carbon atoms easily adsorb on the surface of the clus-
ter and subsequently dissolve into the nickel cluster,

Figure 1. Step-by-step evolution of the SWNT growth process. The carbon atoms are color coded accoring to C�C coordi-
nation: green � 2-coordinated; red � 3-coordinated; dark blue � 4-coordinated. The light blue big spheres represent Ni
atoms.
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where they preferentially occupy subsurface sites. They
diffuse very quickly in the surface/subsurface region,
appearing at the surface and dissolving in the subsur-
face region again. Occasionally, carbon atoms move
into the bulk of the cluster (i.e., beyond the subsurface
layer), but quickly return to the subsurface and surface
regions. In this stage, the carbon atoms do not form
bonds, but tend to move away from other carbon at-
oms as far as possible, thereby forming a carbon/nickel
alloy. At this point, the atomic carbon fraction in the
cluster is about 22%, corresponding to the addition of
9 carbon atoms to the cluster (see maximum in Figure
2), corresponding to the supersaturation point.

Saturation/Supersaturation Stage. This process continues
until there is no room left for additional carbon atoms
to be added without forming C�C bonds. There is,
however, still plenty of room at the metal surface to
“catalyze” the dissociation of hydrocarbon molecules
into carbon atoms, and hence to further increase the
carbon content in the cluster and at the cluster surface.
At this point, the dissolved carbon starts to form C�C
bonds (see Figure 1a) in the form of dimers, thereby
causing a drop in the fraction of atomic carbon. Dimers
form both from carbon atoms added from the gas
phase after the supersaturation point as well as from
pairs of carbon atoms added to the cluster in the ini-
tial alloying stage. The continued addition of carbon
leads to the formation of trimers. Both the dimers and
trimers exist both on the surface and in the subsurface
region. Longer chains containing more than three car-
bon atoms, however, appear only at the surface.

Initial Ring Formation. Owing to the continued addi-
tion of carbon, the first rings start to appear (Figure
1b).24 These first rings do not form by coalescence of
dimers, trimers, or longer chains, but rather from rear-

ranging short single chains and the subsequent addi-
tion of carbon atoms. For instance, a trimer may rear-
range into a (short-lived) triangle, to which carbon
atoms may add leading to the formation of a square, a
pentagon, and finally a hexagon. While trimers and
squares are not very stable, their occurrence provides
a pathway to the formation of stable larger rings. Alter-
natively, short chains of five or six atoms may also rear-
range directly into a pentagon or a hexagon, respec-
tively. The added carbon atoms are found to originate
both from the gas phase impinging in the vicinity of the
ring, as well as from diffusing surface and subsurface
carbon atoms. During this stage, the fraction of single
carbon atoms drops to about 10% (see Figure 2).

Ring Formation of the Second Generation. After the forma-
tion of these first rings, long surface chains containing
eight or more carbon atoms start to appear on the sur-
face due to the continued addition of carbon from the
gas phase and from single carbon atoms in the subsur-
face region of the cluster. Because of the continuous re-
shaping of these long chains, parts of these chains
may connect to each other and rings of the second gen-
eration are formed, ranging from triangles with long
tails to octagons (Figure 1c). During this stage, the frac-
tion of single carbon atoms drops to about 5% (see Fig-
ure 2). Also during this stage, the first concatenated
ring systems are found, forming the initial nuclei, which
will grow into graphitic islands in a later stage (see
later). The evolution of the number of rings (counted
as the sum of pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons)
per incorporated carbon atom is shown in Figure 3
(black line), demonstrating the growth of the graphitic
network as a function of the number of incorporated
carbon atoms.

Graphitic Island Formation. Concatenated rings are not
formed by coalescence of single rings, but rather from
the addition of single carbon atoms, dimers, and trim-
ers to existing rings, forming short tails. These tails pref-

Figure 2. Atomic carbon percent in the metal cluster as a
function of the number of incorporated carbon atoms. The
inset shows a magnified view of the initial alloying stage, su-
persaturation point, and subsequent decrease in atomic car-
bon content in the cluster.

Figure 3. Number of rings (summed over pentagons, hexa-
gons, and heptagons) per incorporated carbon atom as a
function of the number of added carbon atoms. The black
line corresponds to the MD/UFMC simulation, while the gray
line corresponds to the pure MD simulation.
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erentially adopt valence angles around 120°, and there-

fore preferentially form pentagons and hexagons by

the subsequent addition of single carbon atoms (Fig-

ure 1d). This ring growth mechanismOaddition of

monomers, dimers, and trimers to rings forming sur-

face tails leading to ring formationOgenerates the first

graphitic islands. Several small graphitic islands, each

consisting of three or four rings, are found to coexist at

the surface. During this stage, the fraction of atomic car-

bon in the cluster oscillates between 3 and 8% (see Fig-

ure 2).

It should be noted that at this temperature, the Ni-

atoms of a nanocluster of this size are highly mobile,30,33

and do not provide a template for the carbon ring for-

mation. Further, the formation of the graphitic islands

induces a dynamic reshaping of the nickel cluster to an

ellipsoidal shape: Indeed, as the graphitic islands are

still very small in this stage, the high curvature energy

prevents them from curving around a spherical cluster,

and therefore they tend to flatten the nickel cluster (see

Figure 1d).

Coalescence of Graphitic Islands. The small graphitic is-

lands are connected to each other by the long surface

chains. These chains, consisting of sp-bonded carbon,

are highly flexible, and the introduction of a single atom

may lead to a cascade of bond reorganizations in the

chains, thereby forming a new graphitic island, con-

necting the islands to which the chains were connected.

This process is illustrated in detail in Figure 4. Thus,

this leads to the formation of large graphitic islands,

spanning a considerable fraction of the surface area of

the cluster. At this point, the graphitic islands are big

enough to follow the curvature of the metal cluster, and

the metal cluster becomes somewhat more spherical

again (albeit still ellipsoidal). In this reshaping process,

however, some Ni atoms detach from the metal cluster,

and remain attached to the Ni/C cluster by Ni�C bonds

only. These detached metal atoms will be responsible
for a tip growth mechanism in a later stage (see later).

Cap and Tube Formation by Root Growth. The large gra-
phitic islands are connected to the metal cluster by
the carbon atoms at the edge of the islands (Figure
1e). As new carbon atoms are incorporated in the grow-
ing network at the edge of the islands (either from gas
phase atoms or from previously dissolved atoms), these
edge atoms are continuously being replaced by new at-
oms, and the graphitic island is lifted off from the sur-
face of the metal cluster (Figure 1f). Therefore, the “old-
est” atoms are those in the center of the cap (forming
the “tube closure”), while the newest atoms are those
closest to the metal, corresponding to a root growth
mechanism (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). Initially, the cap is not spherical at all, but closely
resembles the curvature shape of the metal cluster area
from where the cap is lifted off. As more carbon is incor-
porated in the network, the cap becomes a hemisphere
and a vertical tube emerges (Figure 1g�l). In this par-
ticular case two fairly large graphitic islands coexist, and
two caps are formed as can be seen in Figure 1i. How-
ever, the continued addition of carbon to the metal
cluster ultimately leads to coalescence of both caps
(Figure 1l). Note that the atomic carbon content in the
cluster increases slightly to about 10% (see Figure 2).

Tube Formation by Tip Growth. As mentioned above, in
the formation process of the large graphitic islands,
the metal cluster is reshaped according to the curva-
ture of the carbon network. In this process, some Ni at-
oms detach from the rest of the metal cluster (Figure
1e). These lone Ni atoms may also catalyze gas phase
carbon atoms to be incorporated in the network. Car-
bon atoms added to the network from these detached
metal atoms initially form long chains and large rings
(Figure 1i). These chains and rings are highly flexible
and can easily connect to each other, thereby forming
pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons with linear tails,

Figure 4. Detailed mechanism showing the formation of larger graphitic islands from long chains by the addition of a single
gas phase carbon atom using the same color coding as Figure 1. The orange atom in the left Figure is the carbon atom in
the gas phase that is subsequently added to the cluster, inducing a cascade of bond rearrangements. The dashed lines in the
schematic representations indicate the formation of new C�C bonds, while the short double lines indicate the breaking of
C�C bonds.
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resulting in the formation of a (defective) curved
graphene sheet (see arrow in Figure 1j�l). The metal at-
oms move around near the edges of the sheet, allow-
ing for the continued addition of gas phase carbon at-
oms with the formation of new chains. When the
graphene sheets become large enough, the chains pro-
vide a flexible framework for the sheet to curve into a
tube (Figure 1m). The metal atoms remain near the tip
of the tube, allowing the incorporation of new carbon
atoms into the network. This therefore corresponds to a
tip growth mechanism. It is possible, however, that the
detached metal atoms might lead to instability during
further growth of the tube. Simulating the continued
growth is, however, beyond the scope of this study be-
cause of calculation time limitations.

Effect of the Relaxation of the Carbon Network. The effect of re-
laxing the network is demonstrated by the observed
metal-mediated healing of nonhexagonal defects. In
Figure 5, three mechanisms are shown which are ob-
served to transform pentagons and heptagons (i.e., de-
fects) into hexagons. In the first mechanism (Figure 5a),
a carbon atom connected to a pentagon connects to
an adjacent carbon atom forming a triangle. Because of
the ring strain, this triangle is unstable and the bond
separating the triangle from the pentagon is broken,
thereby forming a hexagon. In the second mechanism
(Figure 5b), a pentagon/heptagon structure is trans-
formed into two hexagons by simple bond switching.
The third mechanism (Figure 5c) is initiated by the elec-
trophilic attack of a gas phase carbon atom at a car-

bon atom connecting two pentagons. One of the pen-

tagons subsequently opens up and forms a hexagon in

the following relaxation stage. Our simulations indi-

cate that all of these three mechanisms are metal-

mediated, that is, they only occur when the carbon net-

work is still connected to the metal (i.e., before cap lift-

off).

To check the stability of a typical CNT defect after

cap lift-off, we have calculated the uncatalyzed energy

barrier for the 5775 Stone�Wales defect. We obtain a

value of about 8.9 eV for the defect formation (upper

boundary), which is close to the ab initio value of 8.6 eV

reported by Zhao et al.34 and the tight-binding value

of 8.5 eV reported by Zhang et al.35 The energy barrier

for the uncatalyzed back reaction is calculated to be 6.0

eV (upper boundary), close to the tight-binding value35

of 5.5 eV. This indicates that this defect is indeed meta-

stable at the growth temperature and is not likely to

be healed after cap lift-off.

As a consequence of the defect healing, an elon-

gated cap is formed with relatively few defects, allow-

ing the determination of (n,m) indices. The diameter of

the cap is D � 11.45 Å and the chiral angle � � 14° (see

Figure 6). From the fundamental relations36

where a is the lattice parameter of graphene, we find

Figure 5. Mechanisms of metal mediated defect healing during relaxation of the carbon network; (a) pentagon to hexagon
transformation over a pentagon/triangle intermediate; (b) transformation of a pentagon/heptagon structure to two hexa-
gons by simple bond switching; (c) transformation of a pentagon into a hexagon initiated by incorporation of a gas phase car-
bon atom and subsequent relaxation.

θ ) tan-1( √3m
2n + m)

D ) a
π

√n2 + nm + m2
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the chirality of the cap to correspond to a (12,4) CNT.

We are currently pursuing simulations to test if other

chiralities can be obtained by modifying the growth

conditions.

Comparing the growth process emerging from the

hybrid MD/UFMC simulation (as described above) to a

pure MD simulation highlights the importance of taking

into account relaxation effects in the simulation. In-

deed, in pure MD simulations, the high carbon addi-

tion rate (every 2 ps) is not moderated by the relax-

ation effects between two impacts, leading to the

formation of an amorphous, mostly sp2 bonded car-

bon network, without the formation of any tube-like

or cap-like features (see Figure S2 in the Supporting In-

formation). Rather, long linear chains are formed that

are attached to the catalyst on one side and freely float-

ing in vacuum on the other side.37 Failure to form a

growing cap/tube is also apparent from the stagnating

number of rings per added carbon atom (see Figure 3,

gray line). Finally, it is also observed that far more metal

atoms detach from the metal cluster due to the forma-

tion of the graphitic network.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel way to simulate the

growth process of SWNTs taking into account relax-

ation effects by coupling deterministic MD simulations

to stochastic UFMC simulations. We have shown how

the nucleation process proceeds by the initial forma-

tion of dimers, trimers, and short chains followed by the

formation of the first rings, which corresponds also to

ab initio calculations.24 Graphitic islands originate from

the presence of long surface chains, which subse-

quently coalesce into large islands that develop into

small SWNT caps. Continued addition of carbon to the

metal cluster leads to tube growth by a root growth

mechanism. Furthermore, it is shown how metal atoms

may detach from the rest of the metal cluster during

the graphitic island formation, leading to a tip growth

mechanism. Including relaxation effects in the simula-

tion allows for metal mediated healing of defects, lead-

ing to a relatively defect free cap structure with (12,4)

chirality.

METHODS
Our simulations are based on the Reax Force Field

(ReaxFF).38,39 ReaxFF uses the bond order/bond distance relation-
ship formally introduced by Abel,40 and applied to carbon by Ter-
soff41 and to hydrocarbons by Brenner42 to describe carbon
chemistry. Bond orders, summed from �, �, and �� contribu-
tions, are calculated instantaneously from interatomic distances.

where rij is the scalar distance between atoms i and j, r0 equilib-
rium distances, and pbo1 to pbo6 are fitting parameters. Overcoor-
dination and undercoordination energy penalties are then used
to enforce the correct bond order. The total system energy is a
sum of several partial energy terms; these include energies re-
lated to lone pairs, undercoordination, overcoordination, valence
and torsion angles, conjugation, and hydrogen bonding, as well
as van der Waals and Coulomb interactions. Thus, the total en-
ergy can be expressed as

Because Coulomb and van der Waals interactions are calculated
between every pair of atoms, ReaxFF describes not only covalent
bonds but also ionic bonds and the whole range of intermedi-
ate interactions. Charge distributions are calculated based on ge-
ometry and connectivity using the electronegativity equaliza-
tion method (EEM).43 The force field parameters were optimized
to QM data using a single-parameter search optimization tech-
nique as descibed previously.44 A detailed description of the
force field development for the Ni/C system was recently pub-
lished.39 Currently, ReaxFF is capable of describing nearly half of
the periodic table of the elements and their compounds, includ-
ing hydrocarbons, silicon/silicon oxide, metals, metal oxides,
and metal hydrides. Furthermore, ReaxFF has proved useful in
studying a variety of complex chemical systems such as bioappli-
cations, see, for example, refs 39, 45, 46 and references therein.

To prevent the direct addition of gas phase carbon to the car-
bon network growing on the catalyst surface, a standard repul-
sive Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential is added to ReaxFF. The LJ po-
tential is only operative between carbon atoms belonging to
different clusters or molecules, thus allowing the addition of car-
bon to the metal surface. This procedure therefore simulates
the instantaneous catalysis of hydrocarbons at the catalyst
surface.16,22

In our hybrid MD/UFMC simulation, MD and UFMC stages
are alternating, each providing the input structure for the next
stage. Thus, the system is allowed to evolve deterministically us-
ing MD for a preset number of steps. The resulting structure is

Figure 6. Determination of chiral angle � � 14° and diameter D
� 11.45 Å of the resulting CNT cap structure, corresponding to a
(12,4) chirality.

BOij ) BOij
σ + BOij

π + BOij
ππ ) exp[pbo1( rij

r0
σ)pbo2] +

exp[pbo3( rij

r0
π)pbo4] + exp[pbo5( rij

r0
ππ)pbo6]

Esystem ) Ebond + Elp + Eover + Eunder + Eval + Epen + Ecoa +
EC2 + Etors + EH-bond + EvdWaals + ECoulomb + Elj
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used as input in the (stochastic) UFMC simulation stage in which
the structure is allowed to relax. Then, the relaxed structure is
used as input for the next MD stage, and so on. Each MD stage
runs for 4 ps using a time step of 0.25 fs employing a velocity Ver-
let integration scheme. Temperature is controlled at 1200 K us-
ing the Berendsen thermostat with a coupling constant of 100 fs.
The metal catalyst consists of a prethermalized Ni32 nanocluster.
Although this size is rather small, it is sufficient to identify all es-
sential processes, and it significantly reduces the required com-
putational time. The final configuration contains more than 400
atoms (Ni32C381). Note that the complexity of ReaxFF and the cou-
pling to the MC calculation limit the size of the system that can
be handled in a reasonable time. The calculation of a single cap
growth process currently takes typically several months on a
single processor. New developments in parallel ReaxFF will facili-
tate future applications to larger systems.47,48

Growth is accomplished by adding new gas phase carbon at-
oms randomly to the simulaton box every 2 ps during the MD
stage with velocity components taken from a Maxwellian distri-
bution. Subsequently, the gas phase carbon atoms move
through the simulation box until they impinge on the metal clus-
ter. In the UFMC simulation stage the structure is allowed to re-
lax for 104 steps at a MC temperature of 1200 K. The maximum
displacement of the carbon atoms in the UFMC algorithm is set
to 0.1 Å in each Cartesian coordinate. During the UFMC stage, no
new gas phase carbon atoms are added to the system.

Note that the carbon addition rate corresponds to a MD pres-
sure that is in fact much too high to obtain SWNT growth (as
demonstrated). However, in the current simulation setup, this
MD pressure does not correspond to the actual simulation
growth pressure, since relaxation is taken into account by means
of the UFMC stage during which no carbon atoms are added.
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